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How Yelp Keeps Making Its Voice
Heard
Increasing local ad sales are offsetting a slowing user base
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Online reviews site Yelp still has reason for caution. PHOTO: JIM YOUNG/REUTERS
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Like other internet companies facing the prospect of slowing user
growth, Yelp’s value lies in its ability to do more with what it has.
That earned the company high marks following its second-quarter
results, reported late Tuesday. Local advertising, its main source of
revenue, jumped 41% year over year, beating analysts’ targets. It was
also the company’s first unadjusted profit in five consecutive quarters.
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Yelp’s shares jumped 14% Wednesday afternoon to a new 52-week
high.
But there is still reason for caution. Like many peers, Yelp faces a
sharply declining audience of people who visit the site over desktop
computers. Meanwhile, crucial mobile traffic is slowing. Average
monthly unique visitors from mobile rose 7% year over year, the
company’s slowest growth on record for this key category. Total average
monthly unique visitors also fell for the first time on a year-over-year
basis.
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So it helps that Yelp is getting better at maximizing its resources,
especially given the labor-intensive reality of selling ads to small, local
businesses. Revenue per employee edged up 1% year over year and is
now the highest in more than three years. But sales and marketing are
still the company’s biggest expense, accounting for over half of reported
revenue over the past three years.
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Yelp trades at one-third of the multiple of forward sales it fetched two
years ago and also at a discount to growthchallenged Twitter. That better reflects the realities of slowing
growth but, to keep its recent gains, the company will still need to garner
more bang for the buck.
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